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search for targets of constant and dynamic size.
Fourteen normally sighted subjects were
required to search for targets of varying
dimensions (constant and dynamic) while
providing reaction times and eye movements.
Targets were targets of fixed dimensions or
dynamic targets changing in size and/or
position. Reaction times were not affected by
change in size of the target but the rate of eye
movements was slowed by dynamic targets.
This indicated that the duration for which
attention is held on to a dynamic target is
longer than for a target of constant
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dimensions.The Motley Fool Canada » Energy
Stocks » How to Profit from the Outcome of
the Nexen/Saskatchewan Pipeline Battle On
Tuesday, the Canadian government in Ottawa
approved the $15.7 billion Nexen deal with
China’s state-owned CN. What does this mean
for Canadian investors? A provincial war over
oil sands pipeline Nexen (NYSE: NX) and CN
(NYSE: CN) have been at the centre of a
massive, multi-year battle between industry and
the provincial government in Alberta, Canada.
Together, the two companies control nearly
half of Canada’s oil sands production. On July
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27th, the Alberta government announced that it
would block the Trans Mountain Expansion
Project, a proposed oil pipeline from Alberta
to the B.C. coast. In response, the federal
government quickly filed suit. Enter CN. While
the Trans Mountain expansion would have been
a lucrative move for CN, it would also have
been a huge blow to Nexen, as CN owns one of
Nexen’s assets, a joint venture with PetroChina
(NYSE: PTR), which would be impacted if CN
were to take any steps to cut off support for the
project. To quell calls for it to abandon the
project, CN paid Nexen $3.5 billion to defend
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the company’s interest in Trans Mountain. The
deal, which was announced in late July, ensured
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